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 Chronic disease (CD) such as kidney disease and causes severe challenging 

issues to the people all around the world. Chronic kidney disease (CKD) and 

diabetes mellitus (DM) are considered in this paper. Predicting the diseases 

in earlier stage, gives better preventive measures to the people. Healthcare 

domain leads to tremendous cost savings and improved health status of the 

society. The main objective of this paper is to develop an algorithm to 

predict CKD occurrence using machine learning (ML) technique. The 

commonly used classification algorithms namely logistic regression (LR), 

random forest (RF), conditional random forest (CRF), and recurrent neural 

networks (RNN) are considered to predict the disease at an earlier stage. The 

proposed algorithm in this paper uses medical code data to predict disease at 

an earlier stage. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Healthcare system is the maintenance or improvement of health of a person in right manner. Health 

of a person depends on two categories such as mental and physical health. Mental health keeps the person 

happy and the physical health makes the person to do various physical activities without any difficulties. The 

preventive measures are early diagnosis of the disease, regular treatment to the patient and cure and recovery 

from the disease. Health care provider plays major role in health care domain (HCD). The main focus of 

healthcare provider is to concentrate more on preventive measures rather than treating the patients [1], [2]. 

Healthcare issue can be prevented by early diagnosis technique. Diagnosing disease at the initial 

stage provides better improvement and can able to identify the severity of the disease. Due to cost effective 

factor of disease prediction, people from the poor financial background not able to do at any instant of time. 

Hence a simple, reliable disease prediction algorithm is needed to identify the risk factors for future health 

improvement. Machine learning (ML) algorithms in HCD entirely based on medical data collected at real 

time or secondary data collected from various sources to predict accurate outcome [3]. 

Several chronic disease (CD) namely heart disease, cancer, and respiratory problems exist for a long 

period of time throughout a year or several years under follow up by the healthcare providers. CD causes 

major health issues to the individual which is the major reason for high death rate in all over the world. The 

“centre for disease control and prevention” states CD can be prevented at the start stage before going to the 

severe condition. An early detection or prediction of CD helps to reduce the severiority of the disease also 

cost effective to an individual [4], [5]. This paper concentrates on two CD’s namely chronic kidney disease 

(CKD) and diabetes mellitus (DM). DM is also called as type II diabetes. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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The CKD is a major issue which fails the function of kidneys due to unwanted blood wastage 

storage in kidneys. At the earlier stage these diseases do not show any symptoms but at the later stage causes 

severe problem to the individual. The symtoms are tiredness, vomiting, and upset stomach. The disease at the 

final stage leads to kidney failure which needs kidney transformation for proper function of the human body. 

In order to avoid these major issues preventive measures are needed for the welface of the society. Hence, 

this paper discusses about disease prediction algorithm to reduce high risk rate of the individual [6]. 

The second type of disease considered in this paper is DM also called as type II diabetes. Type II is 

another type of CD in which blood glucose level exceeds at higher rate due to defective insulin production or 

action of human body. Similar to CKD, DM also leads several health isssues such as kidney disease, heart 

disease and blindness. In order to overcome these issues, health care modeling is proposed in this paper. 

Proposed ML model for both CKD and DM helps to identify undiagnosed individuals and directs allow them 

to follow some preventive measures such as to control blood pressure (BP) and glucose level [7], [8]. 

- Medical data 

Predicting the disease at the earlier stage is a challenging issue; the case in which the diseases 

without showing any symptoms to the patients. Various technological measures are required to predict the 

severiority of the disease. Based upon the measures taken from the patient, health care providers can give 

proper treatment at the earlier stage. HCD is most important for the welfare of people. Healthcare dataset 

plays major role in HCD to estimate disease level at the initial stage. Healthcare dataset provides more useful 

and intelligent information to the people [9] to identify the disease at the initial stage. Some of the various 

categories of medical datasets used in the literature are shown in Table 1 found in electronic health records 

(EHRs) and insurance claims records of the patients. 

 

 

Table 1. Different types of medical data 
S. No. Medical data Characteristics of medical 

data 
Examples Methods used Technology used 

1 Simple 

variables 

Numerical and categorical Age, sex, and 

ethnicity height, 

weight, BP, and pulse 

Analytical and 

statistical 

methods 

X-ray, ultrasound, computed 

tomography (CT), positron emission 

tomography (PET), and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) 

2 Image data Radiology Images of internal 

tissues 

visual 

diagnostics by 
an expert 

Computer vision and natural language 

processing (NLP) to recognize text 
and extract the meaning of the text 

3 Freetextdata Computer vision Incomplete sentences, 

or detailed paragraphs 

Computer 

vision 

NLP 

4 Coded data Computational processing Coded data Coding system human-defined categories 

5 Diagnosis 
codes 

A patient visit doctor 
directly to receive a primary 

diagnosis code to indicate 

the presence of disease 

Secondary data From the 
existing records 

The primary diagnosis code indicates 
the primary reason to visit the doctor 

and secondary codes record also part 

of doctor’s note 
6 Procedure 

codes 

Surgery, physiotherapy, and 

diagnostic interventions 

Alphanumeric strings 

of five length 

Surgery, 

physiotherapy, 

and diagnostic 
interventions 

Healthcare common procedure 

system 

7 Drug codes Record the brand name of 

the drug 

Brand name of the 

drug 

National drug 

code set 

United States adopted name system 

 

 

- Machine learning in healthcare 

The ML is a method of developing a model based on mathematical, computational, and statistical 

method to find patterns and to extract information from the existing data. ML research transforms human life 

in systematic way with the use of intelligent technology. In HCD, ML models aims to provide artificial 

support and help to health care providers. It objective is to replace human doctors, nurses and others where 

humans found difficulties and struggle [10] for man power, infrastructure support and technical issues. The 

performance of the ML models is improved by analyzing various factors such as proper healthcare datasets 

for example an incorrect training data yields incorrect result. Hence, data set is the heart of ML techniques. A 

high quality training data set is most important to get accurate result [11]. The following are some of the 

characteristics of healthcare dataset: i) imbalanced data set: certain important properties of the dataset have 

very small proportion of the dataset; ii) sample size: data set size is most important to get the accurate result; 

iii) realism: it defines an originality of the dataset used; and iv) generality: healthcare datasets need to have 

most important features related to a particular domain. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

The importance of ML models for disease prediction in healthcare domain is discussed briefly in 

this section. The two popular predictive techniques namely logistic regression (LR) and the Cox proportional 

hazards model are commonly used by most of the authors in this research field. Echouffo-Tcheugui and 

Kengne [11] reviewed 30 CKD prediction models from the existing research work since 1980s. Further 

examples are found in the papers [12]. 

Research by Cruz and Wishart [13] discusses about a few ML techniques to predict cancer prognosis using 

decision trees, neural networks, and nearest neighbour classifiers and in paper. Research by Conroy et al. [14] build 

a Weibull hazards model with clinical and demographic data to predict risk rate of cardiovascular disease. Research 

by Khalilia et al. [15] uses a random forest (RF) algorithm using highly imbalanced data. 

Topic modelling techniques based on latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) and its variants are most 

popular in the recent years which use both freetext and medical code data. According to Halpern et al. [16] 

investigates both supervised and unsupervised ML models for dimensionality reduction (DR) and feature 

extraction (FE) methods for clinical data prediction purpose. In most cases, these models are applied in 

emergency department as freetextdata and use the learned topic distributions to predict patient risk rate to 

develop sepsis and allow the patient to admit in intensive care unit (ICU). 

According to Lehman et al. [17] rain a topic model on unified medical language system (UMLS) 

codes which is extracted from unstructured nurse notes to predict hospital mortality. Their prediction shows 

that learned topic weights with a patient improves traditional risk factors of the disease. Research by  

Dritsas and Trigka [18] use a topic model on freetext from EHRs to explore infant colic issues in depth. They 

hypothesize that the learned topics automatically assigns cases of infant colic from EHRs in the absence of 

the word “colic” in the record. Research by Luo et al. [19] applies topic modelling to international 

classification of diseases (ICD)-10 codes to summarize clinical information and generates medical research 

hypotheses. Research by Perotte et al. [20] uses supervised learning model with hierarchical labels to 

automatically assign ICD-9 codes to patient discharge summary list. 

Research by Wang et al. [12] build an unsupervised model based on Markov chain model. This 

model identifies the disease level and its associated complaints at each stage. Research by Sun et al. [21] 

evelops a model using the factors knowledge, data and ICD-9 codes for heart failure prediction. Research by 

Singh et al. [22] uses hierarchical structure of ICD-9 codes to develop feature vector representations of 

patients. Research by Tsui et al. [23] use ICD-9 codes to develop an epidemic detection algorithm. Research 

by Davis et al. [24] develops a model using collaborative filtering approach. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED DISEASE PREDICTION MODEL 

The proposed ML model in this paper aims to predict CD using different datasets. Dataset plays 

major role ML models without data these models will not function. This paper considers two healthcare 

datasets from different regions of United State (US) with various features. These two datasets are named as 

D1 and D2, respectively. Along with the basic features, these datasets also contain the special feature namely 

insurance claims records of people for several years. This record indicates that the insurance enrolment status 

of each person throughout the year which helps to determine whether the patient’s insurance policy coverage 

is continuous or not. It is important to observe coverage of policy by an individual diagnosed with some 

target disease during a particular time or not. The size of D1 is considerably larger than size of D2. 

In order to analyze the dataset, consider the following assumptions: let No be an observation period 

and Nf be the follow-up period in years. The various types of medical code data used are diagnosis codes, 

procedure codes, drug codes. For each person in the dataset construct a prepared dataset with two properties 

with the following constraints: 

- Constraint 1: let us assume that if the person has a continuous insurance enrollment period for the 

observation and followup period from No+Nf consecutive years. 

a. File the codes which occurs in the first observation period (No) years as the first continuous enrollment period. 

b. When the person diagnosed the target disease before the end of the observation period leaves that 

person from the file. 

c. When the person diagnosed with the target disease within the follow-up period (Nf) years at the end of 

the follow-up time then set the target variable as 1. 

d. When the person not diagnosed with any the target disease at any point of time before the follow-up 

period set the target variable as 0. 

- Constraint 2: fails of constraint 1  

a. Leave this person out. 

This research work is carried out to predict target diseases such as CKD and DM. ICD-9 diagnosis 

codes are used to determine disease diagnosis as shown in Table 2. These codes address the following two 
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questions: i) whether the given medical codes for an undiagnosed individual collected during an observation 

period of No years? and ii) can we predict the patient diagnosed with the target disease during the follow-up 

period of Nf years? In order to answer the above-mentioned questions, the following section describes the 

training, testing and validation process of the proposed ML model. 
 

 

Table 2. ICD-9 codes for CKD and DM 
Target disease ICD-9 codes 

CKD 403.x, 404.x, 582.x, 583.x, 585.x, 586.x, 588.0 

DM 250.x0, 250.x2 

 

 

3.1.  Training process 

The main functionality of ML models is to use dataset to take decisions or to predict the final 

outcome of the proposed model. ML algorithms construct models from an observed data through training 

process. Training process consists of selection of a model which best “fits” the training data set. In 

classification process the training data set is a collection labels which is a subset of X×Y in supervised 

learning model. 

 

3.2.  Testing process 

In training process, construct a classifier which fits training set of labelled datasets under supervised 

learning. The main aim of good classifier is to perform well in all appropriate dataset. The good classifier 

performs well in new and unseen data. The performance of the proposed model is measured in terms of 

accuracy, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and area under curve (AUC) cures as follows: 

 

3.2.1. Accuracy 

Accuracy is one of the metrics for hard classifier (f). It is defined as the percentage of correct 

predictions in the test dataset to total number of predictions. This includes true positive, true negative, false 

positive and false negative. 
 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠/𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (1) 

 

3.2.2. Receiver operating characteristic and area under curve 

The two popular performance metrics for soft classifier are ROC curve and the AUC. The ROC 

curve shows the performance by visual representation whereas AUC shows the measures in numerical 

representation. The measurement values of both ROC curve and AUC values are shown in Figure 1. True 

positive rate (TPR) is defined as (2): 
 

𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒/(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) (2) 
 

False positive rate (FPR) is defined as (3): 
 

𝐹𝑃𝑅 = 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒/(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) (3) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. ROC curves and AUC scores for a good classifier (blue) and a poor classifier (red) 
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The ROC is a type of parameterized curve and its test set is finite. ROC curves plotted linearly 

between neighboring points and consists of unit square [0,1]×[0,1]. A positive slope near the origin indicates 

good classifier and a gentler slope lies close to the line y=x indicates poor classifier. The AUC portion is 

bounded by the bottom of the unit square and the ROC curve. The AUC score near to ‘1’ and ‘0.50’ indicates 

good and poor performance respectively. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

This section shows that the results and analysis of the disease prediction model in detail. This 

research work carried out three different types of experiments. The trials were such as: i) finding the best 

classifier; ii) inter-population prediction; and iii) predicting over variable follow-up periods. 

 

4.1.  Finding the best classifier 

This experiment uses D1 and ICD-9 diagnosis codes to train and analyze the performance of four 

classifiers namely LR models, RF, conditional random forest (CRF) and recurrent neural networks (RNN) 

with various data representations. From the four classifiers, best classifier is predicted for both CKD and DM 

with the observation period No={1,2} and the follow-up period Nf=2. For each target disease namely CKD 

and DM, randomly divide the dataset into three categories such as 50% of the data is used for training phase, 

25% is used for validation phase and remaining 25% is used for testing phase. This is basic manner to 

partition the dataset to find out diseased to non-diseased cases. 

The validation dataset is used for hyper parameter optimization (HPO) with the set conditions to optimize 

each classifier. The type and weight (TW) of the regularization in LR, the number of trees (NT) in a RF, the window 

size (WS) of feature functions in a CRF and the size of the layers (SL) in an RNN. These conditions are named as 

hyper parameters (HP). The following four classifiers and data representations are considered in this paper. 

The LR models: LR is trained using three data representations: i) the simple bag of word (BOW) 

representation (LR+BOW); ii) the lower-dimensional representation given by the carbon capture and storage 

(CCS) mapping (LR+CCS); and iii) the LDA topic distribution representation (LR+LDA). For these three 

cases, include ‘L2’aspenalty and optimize the penalty weight ‘C’ for the set {0.1,0.5,1.0,5.0}. For LR+LDA, 

optimize the number of topics in the LDA model for the given set {10,30,50,100}. 

The RF models: similar to LR model, the same data representation and pair of notations are used to 

train RF classifier such as RF+BOW, RF+CCS, and RF+LDA. For each case, optimize NT in the forest for 

the set {50,100,250,500}. For RF+LDA, optimize the number of topics over the set {10, 30,50,100}. 

The CRF models: this model is trained using window features which consist of ICD-9 codes and the 

CCS groupings and bias term and WS is optimized for the set {0,1,3}. The RNN models: RNN is trained for 

both ICD-9 sequence code and CCS symbolic sequence (RNN+CCS). RNN consists of four layers such as an 

input, a gated recurrent unit (GRU) recurrent, a dense feedforward and a double dimensional softmax output 

layer. RNN is trained with two training epochs finally optimize the number of neurons in both the recurrent 

layer and the feedforward layer over the set {128,256}. The AUC scores of given models for the disease 

prediction using only ICD-9 diagnosis code data is shown in Table 3. 
 

 

Table 3. ICD-9 codes with CKD and DM 
Disease Method AUC (No=1,Nf=2) AUC (No=2,Nf=2) 

CKD LR+LDA 0.776 0.801 

RF+CCS 0.756 0.813 

CRF 0.590 0.617 
RNN+CCS 0.812 0.842 

DM LR+LDA 0.757 0.766 

RF+CCS 0.714 0.753 
CRF 0.649 0.582 

RNN+CCS 0.792 0.803 

 

 

4.1.1. Discussion 

Among the several classifiers considered in this paper, the performance of RNN with CCS 

representation of the ICD-9 code sequences is better in all cases for the target diseases CKD and DM during 

the two year long observation periods. RNN approach outperforms CKD prediction than DM prediction. 

RNN classifier consists of feed forward layers of size 256. Also, this can be further improved by increasing 

the number of neurons and the optimal number of neurons in the recurrent layer ranges from 128 to 256. 

Table 4 shows the result of RNN classifier which includes results of hyper-parameters of good classifiers. 

Figure 2 shows TPR and FPR for CKD and DM. 
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Table 4. Hyper-parameters for the best classifiers 
Disease Hyper-parameters (No=1) Hyper-parameters (No=2) 

CKD Method: RNN+CCS 
Feedforward layer size: 256 

Method: RNN+CCS 
Feedforward layer size: 256 

 Recurrent layer size: 256 Recurrent layer size: 128 

DM Method: RNN+CCS 
Feedforward layer size: 256 

Method: RNN+CCS 
Feedforward layer size: 256 

 Recurrent layer size: 128 Recurrent layer size: 256 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. TPR and FPR 

 

 

4.2.  Inter-population prediction 

This experiment trains a classifier on D1 and tested D2, and vice versa. Also, trained using ICD-9 

diagnosis codes and both datasets using No=1 and Nf=2. Similar to experiment 1, RNN+CCS method with 

recurrent and feed forward layers both of size 256 used and trained using two epochs. Figure 3 shows AUC 

curve for target diseases CKD and DM. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. AUC curve 
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4.2.1. Discussion 

The outcome of an inter-population prediction experiment for both CKD and DM with RNN+CCS 

classifier is shown in Table 5. AUC scores for RNN+CCS classifier in an inter-population prediction 

experiment for both CKD and DM ranges from 0.5 to 1. AUC scores of CKD and DM for several followup 

times have the best AUC scores as shown in Figure 3. The outcome of this experiment is lower than the 

original population. This is due to different geographical location of the people. People living in rural and 

urban areas will have different life style and hygienic condition. Also, medical coding practices may change 

from one hospital to another hospital. Hence the result shows that variance in the outcome of the given 

dataset. 

 

 

Table 5. Inter-population prediction 
CKD DM 

0.765 0.653 

0.778 0.732 

 

 

4.3.  Predicting over variable follow-up periods 

This experiment investigates the changes in the follow-up period ‘Nf‘ from Nf=1 to Nf=6. 

RNN+CCS use 256 neurons in the feedforward layer and 128 neurons in the recurrent layer. The dataset is 

randomly partitioned into training dataset (75%) and test dataset (25%) with two epochs. Table 6 shows AUC 

scores each followup time Nf. 

 

 

Table 6. Result of variable follow-up periods 
Disease Nf=1 Nf=2 Nf=3 Nf=4 Nf=5 Nf=6 

CKD 0.842 0.901 0.868 0.870 0.875 0.864 
DM 0.803 0.820 0.817 0.838 0.836 0.839 

 

 

4.3.1.  Discussion 

The AUC score of CKD using RNN+CCS classifier for No=Nf=2 increases from 0.842 to 0.901. For 

DM, the AUC score increases from 0.803 to 0.820. AUC score indicates that it can predict disease for long 

term efficiently in this case follow-up period ranges from 1 to 6 years. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This research work was successfully carried out to analyze the performance of CKD prediction with 

medical code data of an individual (patient). The objective of this is to use ICD codes to predict target disease 

such as CKD and DM. ICD-9 codes are used for feature selection or DR. Four different classification 

algorithms are used in this paper namely LR, RF, CRF, and RNN. Compared to other classifiers the 

performance of RNN provides better solution. Hence this paper analyzed the performance of CKD and DM 

from the medical coded dataset with different ML classifiers for different follow-up period. In future, needs 

to add more additional data to the classifier to find the target disease. 
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